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General

Frans Colruyt steps back
Belgium's biggest supermarket chain Colruyt will have a new COO early next year as Frans Colruyt has announced
that he will step down from that role on 1 February 2019. However, he will remain a member of the board of
directors. The new COO will be current CFO Marc Hofman, who in his turn will be succeeded by Stefaan Vandamme.

» Read more
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General

Turnover, profit and market share higher for Colruyt Group
Colruyt Group’s turnover grew by 3% to more than 4.5 billion euros in the first half of the fiscal year 2018/19. Gross
profit margin increased from 25.7% to 26.3%. Market share increased from 31.9% a year ago to 32.4% now.

» Read more

General

China: From e-commerce to biohacking in just a decade
Today, 42% of all global e-commerce is happening in China, so it is already moving onto the next chapter: from
people’s back pockets into their bodies. Huge leaps forward are being made in the fields of facial recognition,



biohacking and robotization.

» Read more

Food

Colruyt's night shift plan halted
The biggest Belgian supermarket chain, Colruyt, has halted its latest e-commerce plans as it did not find an
agreement with the trade unions. The plans were to extend working hours, in order to be able to prepare online
orders in the stores without hindrance to customers.

» Read more



General

Marketing chief Keith Weed leaves Unilever
Keith Weed, Chief Marketing Officer at Unilever, is about to retire after 35 years at Unilever. Weed became famous as
a critic of online advertising channels like Google and Facebook.

» Read more
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Food

Amazon moves to airports and London to expand checkout-free stores
Amazon is looking at bringing its checkout-free Amazon Go concept to airports, as time-pressed travellers could
generate a good turnover. Simultaneously, their interest in London seems to get more concrete.

» Read more
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General

The RetailDetail Night 2018 in videos and pictures
Was last week's RetailDetail Night 2018 a big success? Why not make up your own mind, thanks to a brand new
video report! Pictures of the event and its numerous participants are online as well... can you spot yourself?

» Read more

Food

Albert Heijn 'steals' directors from Deliveroo and Blokker
Dutch supermarket chain Albert Heijn has appointed two new directors. Deliveroo's Philip Padberg will head the
chain's Dutch web shop, while Blokker's Rob Heesen takes control of convenience chain AH to go.



» Read more
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General

"Gilets jaunes" cost French retailers up to 40 % of turnover
The "gilets jaunes" (yellow vests) demonstrations have hit French hypermarkets with a 15 to 25 % turnover loss,
retailers see their turnover fall by up to 40 %. E-commerce in turn gets a boost.

» Read more

Electronics

Saturn latest chain to adopt cashierless shopping
Europe's biggest electronics retailer MediaMarktSaturn has installed a self-checkout in its flagship store in
Hamburg. Customers can now shop without passing by a cash register, if they so choose.



» Read more

Food

Carrefour ends its Easy chain
Carrefour Belgium has decided to pull the plug on its proximity store chain Easy. Most stores will transfer to the
Express concept, saving the French retailer the burden of one extra store profile to maintain.

» Read more
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Food

"Technology is game changer for Ahold Delhaize"
Belgian-Dutch retail group Ahold Delhaize will have to focus more on robotics and artificial intelligence, in order to
stay ahead of Amazon, CEO Frans Muller says. He therefore wants to cooperate closely with technology companies.

» Read more
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El Corte Inglés joins forces with Alibaba

Spanish department store chain El Corte Inglés has entered into a cooperation agreement with Chinese online giant Alibaba.
The partnership covers e-commerce, physical retail, cloud services and payment systems.

Read more »

General

Colruyt starts night shifts in supermarkets

Belgian supermarket chain Colruyt is introducing night shifts in its stores early next tear, in order to prepare orders for its click
and collect service Collect & Go. The management hopes to get the unions' agreement as soon as possible.

Read more »
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Food

Carrefour to open its own registerless store
French distributor Carrefour will be testing its own registerless store concept next year. Just like pioneer Amazon
Go, Carrefour will rely on cameras and facial recognition to achieve a fully automated checkout system.

» Read more

Fashion

Zalando changes course: no more free deliveries?
For the first time, German e-tailer Zalando has departed from its renowned 'free' policy: in Italy, the company has
started charging a delivery fee for small orders. A sign of things to come?



» Read more

General

Web shops now available to all EU citizens
Online retailers can no longer deny customers from other EU countries access to their web shops. However,
applying different sales prices per country is still allowed, and delivery abroad is not an obligation.

» Read more
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General

Rituals wins the first RetailDetail Award
Over 750 retailers have chosen Dutch chain Rituals to be their Retailer of the year 2018 at this year's RetailDetail
Night. Other highlights included professor Gino Van Ossel's review of the retail year.

» Read more

Food

Tony’s Chocolonely wants rollercoaster, new owner
Tony's Chocolonely, an Amsterdam-based chocolate brand that promotes slave-free chocolate, has big plans



indeed: the company wants to build a new factory that includes a theme park, and is looking to be acquired by a
major food corporation such as Nestlé or Mondelez in the hopes of improving an industry giant from the inside.

» Read more

General

Carrefour commits to African e-commerce
Carrefour has signed a partnership with Nigerian e-commerce player Jumia to sell its product ranges online in four
African countries: Cameroon, Ivory Coast, Kenya and Senegal.

» Read more



Food

Alan Jope new Unilever CEO as Paul Polman steps down
Alan Jope is the new CEO at British-Dutch FMCG giant Unilever. He succeeds Paul Polman, who steps down a bit
earlier than expected. It is unlikely that it is a coincidence that the company chooses a British CEO.

» Read more

Furniture

Ikea's net profit almost halved
Heavy investments in logistics and digitisation have taken quite a bite out of Ikea's profits in the past financial year,
as the Swedish furniture chain has decided not to burden its customers with these costs.



» Read more

Fashion

Esprit announces global restructuring, cuts 40 % of jobs
Fashion chain Esprit has announced a worldwide restructuring to keep the company competitive. Almost half of the
staff will be terminated and many outlets will be closed around the globe.

» Read more



Food

Panos opens 100th 'City' store in Namur
Belgian sandwich chain Panos has opened its 100th 'City' store in the Walloon city of Namur. It is only the fifth such
store in Wallonia, but the chain has expressed its intentions of a rapid expansion in Belgium's southern region.

» Read more

Furniture

JYSK achieves record turnover of 3.6 billion euros
Danish furniture chain JYSK continues its growth with a turnover of 3.6 billion euros in its financial year 2017-2018.
The new record is mostly due to a large number of store openings and the chain's entry into the United Arab



Emirates.

» Read more

Food

Duvel Moortgat brews British fermented tea
Belgian brewery group Duvel Moortgat has acquired a 60% stake in Jarr, a London manufacturer of kombucha, a
fermented tea. Financial details have not been released.

» Read more



Food

Revealed: the first six Belgian Jumbo locations
Dutch chain Jumbo is preparing its conquest of Belgium in silence, but our editor-in-chief has found out which six
towns will be among the first to welcome the yellow supermarket chain, based on permit procedures and other
documents.

» Read more

Food

"Delhaize forced to rebrand into Albert Heijn after Jumbo's arrival"
The announced arrival of Dutch chain Jumbo in Belgium will shake things up quite a bit. Market leader Colruyt will
be forced to adopt a more up-market store concept, while Delhaize may be forced to rebrand (some of) its



supermarkets to its sister chain Albert Heijn, a new report predicts.

» Read more

Furniture

DIY giant Kingfisher leaves three big markets
Kingfisher, Europe's second largest group of DIY chains, is leaving Portugal, Russia and Spain. The group wants to
focus on its primary markets, including France, where their Castorama chain is struggling.

» Read more



General

6 out of 10 retailers opt out of Black Friday
Black Friday, the American shopping festivity that broke every record last year in Belgium, is successful but also
controversial. Major chains may reap the benefits, but smaller retailers are beginning to resist the endless discounts.

» Read more

Furniture

Ikea "adapts to changing customer", cuts 7,500 jobs
Swedish furniture chain Ikea plans to cut 7,500 jobs as part of its transformation plan, which should help the
retailer cope with "changing customer behaviour". On the other hand, the chain will create 11,500 jobs in emerging



markets.

» Read more

Food

Reduced turnover and lower profits for Lucas Bols
Both turnover and profits were in decline over the past six months at Dutch spirits manufacturer Lucas Bols. The
disappointing results are due to temporary import restrictions in West Africa and fewer gin sales in the Netherlands.

» Read more



Food

Greenyard results plunge after Hungarian disaster
Vegetable producer Greenyard has suffered heavy losses in the first half of the financial year: the listeria contagion
in Hungary, the drought and a number of impairments are the primary causes of these poor results.

» Read more

Food

There's no accounting for taste, says EU court
There is no accounting for taste, says the Court of Justice of the European Union: tastes are too subjective to be
protected by law and therefore do not fall under intellectual property law.
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